Hanoi old like many other rural fairs where have fair. Hanoi fair do not know from
what already exists in the heart of Hanoi as a separate culture and is regarded as a
definition “piquant” of the Thang Long land - thousand years of civilization.
Choose for yourself a little corner on Ta Hien street, enjoy fresh beer and watch the
flow of people through the heat that is how many foreign visitors to Hanoi when
choosing these days. Approximately 100 m long linking Hang Bac street to Hang
Buom street, Ta Hien is one of the most famous streets with many mini-hotels in
Hanoi Old Quarter. Not spacious, windy as Hoan Kiem Lake or West Lake but the
street attracts a large number of young people and foreign tourists come every
afternoon. With closely adjacent buildings, people look to this small street not to elect
sucked in the cool breeze, but sometimes simply as a beverage beer and chatting
with friends.
Specialty in Ta Hien is beer, because that’s beverages are sold and consumed
mostly in the street. Visitors came to the city whether any rows, from bar amnesty
sidewalk bars are to be found in the menu of beers as beer bottles, fresh beer or
stout… accompanied by all kinds of food as boiled peanuts, nem chua, Phung rolls,
fried potatoes, fried rolls.
The whole point of the Ta Hien restaurant is decorated in a simple style and friendly
service. Wooden or plastic chairs outside the sidewalk just as seat, just as the table
is very convenient. Visitors will be able to call a beer and sat and talked for hours
without fear of being disturbed. In the relaxed atmosphere, cool taste of beer thirst
quickly dispelled between oi hot weather, served along with snacks can help you
cross out all day.
Despite being familiar drinks, can be found in many places but when enjoying a beer
in Ta Hien, we again feel its very own flavor. It’s the flavor of life when choosing your
seat and watch like the old houses in the light evening begins with the line through it
each day. Therefore, it seems that the hot, stuffy as makes people look on the street
more. Sometimes you will not find in this space if on the weekends. The crowded
brasserie start from about 17 pm, when the sun faded and the sun was hidden
behind the ancient buildings 2, 3 floor that flooded streets in the shade.
Visitors to Ta Hien mostly backpacking tourism from many parts of the world who
visit Hanoi on Vietnam tourist visa. After walking for hours each way to discover, in
the corner of the Hanoi Old Quarter, stop in here and drinking a beer beverage
experience is hard to ignore. New friends, stories of place has to go through that
every person sitting here as closer.
Not only beer, Ta Hien also welcomes visitors with Vietnamese food characterized
street foods as pancakes, mix noodles, grilled quail… With an extensive menu and a
special Ha Thanh’s taste, may will take a some of afternoons, a new experience
preferred guests can enjoy all the delicacies here. Then when the sun shadow
receded, replaced by street lights glowing, they hit the road and find yourself with
new experiences and explore about Hanoi.
In thousands of markets on the Hanoi area, only the Buoi (grapefruit) market and Mo
(apricots) is the daily meeting. Coming to the this special market day, shoppers not

only satisfy the shopping needs according to their preferences but also be looking,
watching and feeling the air like a fair of the rural markets at homeland. There are
many years passed, two open markets have created quite a unique culture to the
area of Hanoi. But recently, due to the changes of life, markets can not continue to
meet under the old rules anymore, and fair only in the memories of people regret the
capital.
Old Buoi market located in the western capital, near the West Lake, the confluence
of the Thien Phu river and To Lich, favorable terms of trade on the boat landing.
People often told that the ancient grapefruit side opposite the flow goes on a lot,
people picked up for sale, and eventually have a habit of this called the Buoi region
and markets in this region are well known is Buoi market. Old Buoi market is just tent
of bamboo with the nature of environs markets. A place for exchanging and selling
products of the village Buoi area of the paper like Ho Khau, Dong Xa and
instruments of agricultural production of Xuan La, Xuan Dinh regional…
Market is always crowded meeting and sales busiest. Buoi market is also a place for
people visiting in your spare time, love birds, plants. Folk have a saying: “Buoi
market in a month have 6 session. The 4th days, september be burdened with love”.
No one knows exactly Buoi fair is formed when, but it is undeniable that the Buoi
market is one market has historical, cultural and most of the land. Today, the Buoi
market has built spacious, modern, under the management of the Corporation Hanoi
Trade, but only fair is maintained by planning a separate area for people to have the
opportunity to buy sale of plant and animal breeding.
Mo market is a market area of the village of Ke Mo, the old Thang Long. Over years
of development of capital markets in the region of Bach Mai ward, Hai Ba Trung
district, Hanoi. The market is meeting in session on days 2, 7,12,17, 22, 27 lunar
each months. According to old documents, in the 13th century, south of Thang Long,
and more people living by growing fruit apricot trees (also known as apricots).
Derived from the same place with yellow apricot, white apricot, pink apricot that
place-name neighborhoods as well as the letter obtained by Hoang Mai, Bach Mai
and Hong Mai. Mai according to the Chinese also means that Mo, so that this region
is also known Chinese transcribed Vietnamese as Ke Mo.
Unlike Buoi markets, tissue can also sell the plant but is found primarily in animal
houses such as dogs, cats, rabbits, birds, fish. Become the ideal market for pet
lovers in the family. In 2007, the city decided to break into the market to build a
dream center of modern commerce. Business households in the temporary market
moved out on the Kim Nguu street .
Hanoi is very different now, markets spring up every day, every hour. Hanoi people
are familiar with many kinds of new markets, but Hanoi fair still a unique body,
although fair in Hanoi today has changed much. Goods at the fair as abundant, more
diverse. The huts, thatched roofs by leaves have now been rebuilt more spacious.
But despite increasingly hurried life, but at the Hanoi fair seem remained peaceful,
quiet suburb of the village.
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